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5/22/2020  Previous review

9/25/2020   Updated review

Let it be known that Buchcar is total inept, he is Highly NOT recommended. HE SHOULD NEVER PRACTICE
CRIMINAL CASES!!!
In 2015, Buchcar had at least 6 weeks to prepare for my defense against lowly scum state attorney Katherine Lech
who later became Katherine Bird. They faked evidence against me with crappy CPS (chicago public schools in
affiliation with ccc chicago city colleges) legal team Patrick J. Rocks jr and Linda K. Hogan. They could not wait to
put me in the hoosegow. They thought I will stop fighting for my incorrect CPS/CCC transcripts I earned thru hard
work to have corrected. I was accused of electronic harassment  i never did. He thought I would take probation but
that is same as guilty. So we went to court. Before court he told me 99% I will be proven guilty. If this guy was truly
pro, he should have told the judge he needs time to prepare himself so his client does not get conviction and goes
to the slammer. Buchcar just did not care. He stood there like complete jerk in front of judge. he had no idea what
Internet Protocol Headers are. It was first time he ever heard of them. But also, stupid ass jerk judge William B.
Raines (no b-rains) had no idea what it means and he just listened to what CPS lawyer jerks have to say. There is
huge difference between static and dynamic IP. I never had static and CPS said some "Vesna's" email IP headers
are same as mine. But how the heck did they know what my IP address is when I never wrote them in the first
place? DUH!!! Actually, the complaint came from Linda K. Hogan who conspired with crappy cop Thomas Cotter of
25th Chicago district to screw me. He is top police dog for no good cps ceo Janice Jackson. When the judge from
hell found me "guilty" cps scum shook Buchcar's hand and he was glad to shake back.
I was sent to jail an innocent man; this happened 3x. Because this led to other problems and I was even accused I
wanted to kill the judge from hell where I only wished him to die at the age of 99.99 and not make it to the big
milestone of 100. Actually I still with that to this judge, I wish him a very long life (full of strife though). What
freedom of speech in usa? That's total joke to say the least just like Chstopher (Krzysztof) Buchcar is!!! From
misdemeanor charges which were dropped I was charged with 10 BS felony charges. This could have been
prevented if Buchcar simply approached the problem from different, prepared angle, instead he kept on repeating
demands how we owe him 100$!!!

Highly not recommended. HE SHOULD NEVER PRACTICE CRIMINAL CASES!!!
In 2015, Buchcar had at least 6… Read more

Comment from Christopher B. of Buchcar Christopher P Lwyr Comment from Christopher B. of Buchcar Christopher P Lwyr 
Business OwnerBusiness Owner

7/9/2020  Hello Jan, your satisfaction is important to us and we're sincerely sorry we missed the mark this…
Read more
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5/10/2020  Previous review

9/24/2020

Expert Real Estate led by Arek Sobotka is one of the best in Chicago. Arek is a real expert in his craft!!!

Arakadiusz Marek Sobotka is one of the best Chicago real estate realtors, expert is correct!

This is the same super crappy gottlieb memoral hospital that is now on  701 w north ave melrose park, il 60160 tel
contact (708) 681-3200

Let it be well known forever that 

My precious, dearest grandma WANDA NIDA was admitted here on november 6 2010; she was sent to icu; she
was unable to talk as her body was filled with water. they put her on intrusive intubation until they killed her. they
should have let go after 3 days at the maximum instead they said she needed it, knowing her oxygen level is very
low and she functions just well with it, even when its 68%. we have shown them the proof but they simply did not
care, as  usual. as succinctly proven and explained: 
encyclopediasupreme.org/…
they had terrible doctors from terroristan: maher m. najjar and meera g. madappallil: encyclopediasupreme.org/…
encyclopediasupreme.org/…
encyclopediasupreme.org/…
They did not care about her at all; they just left her to croak; all our phone calls were ignored. and on november 16
2010, santa wanda nida passed away before her time. this is disaster, total disaster in my life. we all have to go
some day but not this way life war criminals george bush and dick cheney, shaul mofaz, ehut olmert & benjamin
netanyahu should go.
Before that we had huge problems with cold jerk security guard mark cannon. he threatened to arrest me just
because i was telling stupid nurses what to do and reminding head nurse sheryl as well, as they committed
dereliction of their duties. wanda could have lived on long time. my soulmate is gone, almost 10 years on, im
devastated!!! i will fight on for wanda's justice & honor until this crappy hospital is held accountable with najjar and
madappallil, until cows come home!!!
below is authentic picture how they tightly tied up poor wanda to bed for 11 days she could not move, nothing. she
was thirstier than on sahara desert. we had to take the pic while nobody was there as they did not allow it to be
taken because they knew they did wanda and her family tons of wrong:
encyclopediasupreme.org/…
NEVER, EVER use this hospital and its services if you or your loved ones want to stay alive!!! may be wanda
saved some souls thru her suffering but screw those souls as they would not do that for her or us. the world is full
of ingrates and wikihypocrites like gottlieb hospital and its entire staff. its current president mary elizabeth (m.e.)
cleary is no better.
when i suggested what needs to be done with wanda they accused me of faking doctor. i said im dental lab
technician (i am) and i know something about human anatomy. hospital's protocol said the intubation tubes must
be cleaned at least every 4 hours, they did not do it even once a day. when we came to visit her, she was deeply
wheezing as all dirt from the tubes entered her esophagus and lungs. it was insult to injury to say the least!!!
gottlieb with najjar and madappalil have absolute indifference to human life!!! when wanda was treated it was a big
problem to return a simple phone call to update us on her condition or to suggest what to do for the best!!!

AGAIN, STAY AWAY FROM THIS ANIMAL HOSPITAL IF YOU OR YOUR LOVED ONES WANT TO LIVE!!!

•

Gottlieb Memorial Hospital - CLOSED
Hospitals
7255 W Grand Ave
Elmwood Park, IL 60707
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9/16/2020

they are total joke!!! i bought lots of items on tuesday. they have crappy 10% seniors discount on that day. my ma
is after knee surgery and cant walk, so she gave me her id and i bought lots of items. when i came to the
cashier/check out they said they can only give crappy 10% discount in person to that senior only. i said she cant
walk and we always come here. wikignorants didnt care a bit, dont shop here and screw their next to nothing
tuesday senior discount. these stores are total joke!!!

MS. WANDA NIDA SUFFERING DEEP THIRST DUE TO
GROSS NEGLIGENCE. "HOSPITAL" RARELY CLEANED
HER INTRUSIVE INTUBATION TUBES!:(NEVER USE
GOTTLIEB!

Angelo Caputo’s Fresh Markets
$$  Grocery, Fruits & Veggies, Meat Shops
2400 N Harlem Ave
Elmwood Park, IL 60707

•

wikipedia/wikimedia foundation - wmf
Libraries
120 Kearny St
San Francisco, CA 94108
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8/26/2020

Never, ever trust wikimedia/wikipedia aka wikipedoia. They claim they have strong privacy but majority strongly
disagrees, as proven: 

twitter.com/Wikimedia/st… but that was never true. It is NOT TRUE!!! Wikipedia is known by its wikignorance.
WIKIMEDIA IS AN OCCULT. When they dont like you, they block you and never talk to you even when your life is
in danger. SPONSORS, encyclopediadramatica.wi…
PLEASE DO NOT SPONSOR WIKIMEDIA/WIKIPEDIA. YOU ARE WASTING YOUR MONEY!!!
WMF IS AN OCCULT. Bunch of fanatics are in charge. The founder, jimbo, started wmf with bloody porn money.
His biz was bomis, therefore his moniker is jim-bo!!! Liberal encyclopedia built on sin/blood money.
Wikimedia has huge porn problems, especially with pedophilia, adults having sex with children and animals is just
fine with wmf and its leaders, jimbo, maher, merkley, sefidari as proven:
wnd.com/2012/12/heres-yo…
childlaw.us/investigatio…
jimbo wales is womanazier and the pervert of the century: stuff.co.nz/technology/d…

As you can see, never sponsor, contribute, use wikimedia in any way, shape or form, it is satanic occult of
ignorance and all articles are wrong like rocky marciano had 11-3 amateur record, reverted to "good version" by
super vandal antandrus with help of super senior vandals naleksuh, vermont, bsadowski1, djsasso, operator873
and other simple wikipedoia morons. Also by el C, ponyo, majora, tegel. ~riley, masumrezarock100, acroterion, the
list has no end, same goes for wmf's "trusted users:"  en.wikipedia.org/w/index…
simple.wikipedia.org/w/i…
AS PROVEN BY OTHER FINE CONTRIBUTORS:
wikipediasucks.co/forum/…
wikipediasucks.co/forum/…

A WHOLE LIBRARY OF WIKIGNORANCE, WIKIHYPOCRISY CAN BE WRITTEN ON WIKICRAPIA, ABOVE IS
JUST A DROP IN AN OCEAN!!!

What loser. Terrible character. Never returns phone calls. Wants open n shut cases only. Does not care
somebody's statues of limitations will expire and thus life will become more miserable. HIGHLY NOT
RECOMMENDED WITH (HIS) DREYFUS LAW.

Elliot R. Zinger, PC
Personal Injury Law, Criminal Defense Law, DUI Law
2040 N Harlem Ave
Elmwood Park, IL 60707

Timothy M Murphy Attorney at Law
Lawyers
4738 N Harlem Ave
Harwood Heights, IL 60706
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8/18/2020

I do not know where to start. This lawyer screwed up my and my mother's lifes. He was paid to take legal action
against cook county jail for keeping me there too long for at least 61 days after I was proven not guilty on all
charges and he simply did not care. WARNING: THIS GUY (HE SAID IT HIMSELF) TAKES 100s OF
CUSTOMERS. HE DOES NOT CHARGE THEM A LOT BUT IN ORDER TO MAKE MONEY HE NEEDS MANY
CUSTOMERS AND THEN HE HAS NO TIME FOR THEM LIKE HE NEVER HAD FOR ME. Sure, he did some little
things for me but those things were not as important as filing lawsuit against crappy cook county jail. I had to wait
23 months for freaking trial. 28 months of my best years wasted over stupid cps/ccc grades IM still fighting and will
fight on until victory is mine. The longer the fight, the sweeter the victory!!!
MURPHY WAS TOLD MILLION TIMES BY ME, MY MOTHER AND MY OTHER RELATIVES TO TAKE ACTION
AGAINST COOK COUNTY JAIL ALL TO NO AVAIL!!! He destroyed my hopes for few dollars, now statues of
limitations are gone (as of march 17 2019 on state level, march 17 2020 on federal level) and now I can only
dream of those few bloody dollars. NEVER USE TIMOTHY MICHAEL MURPHY'S SERVICES!!! He also
threatened me if I post truth on him, he ll sue the crap out of me, no problem, IM READY TO DEFAND THE
TRUTH, BRING IT ON!!!
I was unable to find reasonable lawyer. Sure I found handful of greedy lawyers who wanted up to 15000$ upfront
(chicago area lawyer are not worth a penny. So many just want easy cases). I could not have taken such high risk
and lowlifes walked away.
Murphy never wanted to make a deal with me. I wanted to part on nice terms with him but alas, he did not want to
send 500$ to my former priest spiritual adviser Piotr from St. John of the Cross church. I paid him 1000$ for initial
legal action against cook county. Then I offered him 10% of the winnings + additional 1000$ but he pretended he
did not hear it, as usual!!!

Lots of problems with owner george; I had to wait and wait to fix polish word but in the end problem was somewhat
fixed.

ABC Monuments
Funeral Services & Cemeteries
4460 W Lexington St
Chicago, IL 60624

Radio Maryja
Radio Stations
6965 W Belmont Ave
Chicago, IL 60634
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They provide Good Independent (Authentic) News, that's all; everything else is hypocrisy, except some religious
segments. Father Zdzislaw  Pienkos (the radio's host) played commercials at the end of the program.  He is a
hypocrite. Somebody most likely paid him off to advertise some crappy, run-down home for sale because owners
are 'returning back' to Poland. His assistant sister Brunona was asked why was that but she simply replied: I dont
know, she is not responsible for it. That makes her hypocrite as well. When they were asked million times and in
advance to play Henryk Sienkiewicz's poem: Za Chlebem/Na Oceanie, half a minute long, they refused because
they say it does not fit the format but posting crappy commercial on run-down home is just fine and within the
format at the end of the show. They always finish with a song but it never lasts more than half a minute because
time's out, so how hard was to play Na Oceanie half a minute poem by Wanda N. artist, member of John Paul 2
poetry society?!
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